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ABSTRACT
We develop a nonparametric test of productive efficiency that accounts for the
possibility of errors-in-variables. The test allows for statistical inference based on the
extreme value distribution of the L∞ norm. In contrast to the test proposed by Varian,
H (1985): 'Nonparametric Analysis of Optimising Behaviour with Measurement
Error', Journal of Econometrics 30, 445-458, our test can be computed using simple
enumeration algorithms or linear programming. An empirical application for the
Dutch electricity sector illustrates the proposed test procedure.
K EY WORDS : Nonparametric production analysis, Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA), errors-in-variables, hypothesis testing, extreme value theory.
JEL CLASSIFICATION: C12, C14, C61, D24

1. INTRODUCTION
The empirical analysis of productive behavior encompasses issues like empirical
testing of hypotheses of production theory, deriving empirical approximations for the
production technology, and forecasting firm behavior. For a long time, the standard
approach to empirical production analysis imposed a specific functional form for the
production frontier. Unfortunately, economic theory generally does not imply any
particular functional form, and reliable empirical specification tests are not available
in many cases. To remedy this problem, alternative, non-parametric tools for
analyzing firm behavior have been introduced that do not require a parametric
specification of the production technology.
The nonparametric approach involves two distinct traditions: the revealed preference
literature (Afriat (1972), Hanoch and Rotschild (1972), Diewert and Parkan (1983),
Varian (1984)) and the efficiency analysis literature (Farrell (1957), Charnes, Cooper,
1
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and Rhodes (1978), Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (1984)). Banker and Maindiratta
(1988) and Färe and Grosskopf (1995) have pointed out the strong kinship of these
two literatures. Still, some substantial differences in orientation remain. The revealed
preference literature has developed tools for recovering the production technology and
for forecasting producer behavior in the spirit of the traditional revealed preference
theory by Samuelson (1948). A prerequisite of this approach is that all producers
behave “rationally”, i.e. exhibit perfect efficiency. By contrast, the efficiency
measurement literature is concerned with inefficient behavior and has developed tools
for measuring the degree of inefficiency.
The starting points of these two approaches are mutually exclusive. Still, the tools
developed in the efficiency measurement literature can help to test the maintained
assumption of optimizing behavior used in the revealed preference literature, as
demonstrated by Färe and Grosskopf (1995). In theory, it is relatively easy to test this
hypothesis, as measuring a minimal deviation from optimal behavior for a single firm
suffices to reject the hypothesis. In practice, however, data sets are frequently
contaminated by errors-in-variables, e.g. because of the use of debatable valuation and
depreciation schemes for accounting data. Still, the efficiency measurement literature
has traditionally focused on the theoretical case where all variables are measured with
full accuracy, and consequently has not provided means for testing the rationality
hypothesis in case of errors-in-variables. Recently, a number of techniques have been
suggested for treating disturbances using stochastic programming (e.g. Land et al.,
1994; Olesen and Petersen, 1995; and Cooper et al., 1996, 1998) and for measuring
the robustness of the efficiency measures with respect to data variations (e.g. Charnes
and Neralic, 1990; Charnes et al., 1992; Zhu, 1996; and Kunz and Scholtes, 2000).
However, these techniques generally lack a statistical foundation and do not allow for
formal hypothesis testing.
Within the revealed preference tradition, some formal test procedures have been
developed that do apply in stochastic environments. 2 Most notably, Varian (1985)
proposed to minimize the L2 norm of data perturbations required for classifying all
firms as efficient, and demonstrated how that statistic allows for statistical inference.
Unfortunately, the associated mathematical programming model is tractable only for a
rather restrictive class of economic problems. Specifically, Varian analyzed cost
minimising behavior in the case where only input variables contain errors (and
outputs are measured with full accuracy), so that all stochastic variables (the inputs)
can be aggregated using input prices into a single measure of total cost. This approach
also applies in other cases where the stochastic variables can be aggregated into a
single economically meaningful measure, such as revenue maximizing behavior if
only outputs contain errors (and inputs are measured with full accuracy), and profit
maximizing behavior if both inputs and outputs are measured with error. For these
cases, Varian's test can be performed by solving a convex quadratic programming
problem.
However, computational difficulties are introduced if the approach is applied to cases
where the stochastic variables cannot be aggregated into a single economically
meaningful measure. Such cases are relevant for at least the following three reasons 3 :
2
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1. Frequently, the prices of inputs and outputs can not be measured accurately
enough for using economic efficiency concepts like cost, revenue or profit
efficiency. For example, accounting data can give a poor approximation for
economic prices (i.e. marginal opportunity costs). Several authors, including
Charnes and Cooper (1985) cite this concern as a motivation for emphasizing
technical efficiency measurement.
2. In many cases the firm objective function cannot be captured by a simple
monetary aggregate like the traditional cost, revenue or profit function. For
example, if production takes place in non-competitive and/or uncertain
environment, the traditional objective functions do not apply, as discussed in e.g.
Cherchye et al. (2000).
3. Even if reliable price information is available and cost minimizing (revenue
maximizing) behavior is relevant, it is still desirable to account for errors-invariables for the output (input) variables.
In this paper, we propose an alternative test procedure to circumvent the
computational problems associated with the Varian test. The test is based on the L∞
(or Chebychev) norm of the perturbations required for diagnosing all firms as
efficient, rather than the L2 norm. The L∞ norm is convenient because it can be
computed directly from the so-called radii of stability (Zlobec et al., 1981, Charnes et
al., 1992) for the individual firms. The computations require only linear programming
(for convex technologies) or a simple enumeration algorithm (for non-convex
technologies), even if the stochastic variables can not be aggregated into a single
meaningful measure. In addition, the test allows for statistical inference based on the
extreme value distribution of the L∞ norm.
The remainder of this paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary
notation and terminology, and presents efficiency tests for the deterministic case. As
discussed above, Varian (1985) focussed on cost efficiency. By contrast, we focus on
two different efficiency concepts, namely profit efficiency (Nerlove, 1965) and
Pareto-Koopmans efficiency (Koopmans, 1951). For profit efficiency, Varian's
approach remains tractable even if all inputs and outputs contain errors. However,
profit efficiency is a rather restrictive efficiency concept, because it assumes a
specific firm objective (profit) and requires full price information. By contrast,
Pareto-Koopmans efficiency is a more general concept which is consistent with a
wide range of firm objectives and does not require price information whatsoever.
However, the Varian approach is not tractable for this efficiency notion. We focus on
these concepts because they represent two extremes; the analysis applies with equal
strength to alternative efficiency concepts like cost and revenue efficiency. In Section

However, note that the resulting programming problem would then have non-linear constraints and
thus be considerably more difficult to solve.' Further, he states (p. 457): '… I have specified the error
terms as a measurement error associated with the factor demands, since in my opinion these are the
variables that are the most poorly measured in this sort of study. However, one could consider
alternative approaches in a non-parametric context as well. […] The only difficulty with this approach
[a generalisation that includes errors for the outputs] is that the minimisation problem does not take a
standard form'.
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3, we move to the stochastic case, and discuss Varian's test and our L∞ -test. Section 4
discusses the extreme value distribution of the L∞ norm. In Section 5, we demonstrate
that the proposed test statistic can be directly obtained from the radii of stability,
which can be computed by or simple enumeration or linear programming. Following
Varian (1984, 1985), we will focus on the observed netput vectors as a minimal
empirical production set, and we will not explore in great detail more progressive
empirical production sets. Still, Section 6 considers the possibility to include
additional production information, so as to increase the discriminating power of the
test. To illustrate the policy relevance of our test, Section 7 presents an empirical
application for the Dutch electricity distribution sector. This application is motivated
by the fact that efficiency analysis has been extensively applied for the purpose of
regulating the electricity sector in various countries, including the Netherlands.
Finally, Section 8 presents some concluding remarks and suggestions for further
research.

2. DETERMINISTIC CASE
Suppose we have data of n firms that produce m net outputs (henceforth netputs) 4
using a common deterministic technology characterized by the closed and nonempty
production set T ⊆ ℜm+ . For convenience, we assume that the production set is
monotone (=free disposable), i.e. T = T −ℜm+ . This assumption is harmless in the
sense that monotonicity does not interfere with the outcomes of any of the measures
or tests discussed in this paper. However, it does help to simplify the exposition.
Below, we will use the index sets J = {1,L, n} and R = {1,L, m}. In addition, we use
y j = (y1 j L y mj ) ∈ T for the netput vector of firm j ∈ J . For notational simplicity,
we will use Y interchangeably for the set of observed netput vectors, i.e.
Y = { y j j ∈ J} , and the netput matrix, i.e. Y = ( y1 L yn ) . Finally, we use
T

p j = ( pij L p mj ) ∈ ℜ m+0 for the netput price vector for firm j ∈ J .

A prerequisite for the revealed preference production approach is that all firms
maximize profit at the given prices (or some alternative economic objective function).
To test for the profit maximization hypothesis, we can simply verify that the profit of
each firm does not fall short of the maximum profit that is feasible given the netput
prices faced by that firm, i.e.:
(1)

ζ ( y j , p j , T ) = max p Tj ( y − y j ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J .
y∈T

The statistic ζ ( y j , p j , T ) measures profit efficiency in the spirit of Nerlove (1965).
Unfortunately, the production set T is typically unknown, and must be empirically
estimated by an empirical production set. The observed netput vectors Y constitute a
minimal empirical production set. Using this empirical set rather than the true
production set, we obtain the following empirical condition:
4

I.e. positive netputs are gross outputs and negative netputs are gross inputs respectively.
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(2)

ζ ( y j , p j , Y ) = max p Tj ( y k − y j ) ∀j ∈ J .
k∈J

If the observed netputs are assumed to be measured without error, they must be
feasible, i.e. Y ⊆ T . Consequently, the true profit efficiency statistic ζ ( y j , p j , T ) is
bounded from below by the estimated profit efficiency ζ ( y j , p j , Y ) , and therefore, we
can

test

H 0 : ζ ( y j , p j , T ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J

by

checking

whether

or

not

ζ ( y j , p j , Y ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J . This test boils down to checking a system of n linear
inequalities, the so-called Afriat inequalities (see e.g. Varian, 1984, for further
discussion):
2

(3)

p j y j ≥ p j yk

∀k , j ∈ J .

As discussed in the Introduction, this test does not apply in cases where reliable price
information is not available, or where the firm objectives are more complex than
profit maximization at fixed and certain prices. In the latter type of situations,
alternative efficiency concepts are required. In this paper, we focus on the ParetoKoopmans notion of technical efficiency, which is widely accepted as a minimal
efficiency criterion in production5 . A firm is classified as Pareto-Koopmans efficient
if and only if it is not technically possible to increase one or more netputs without
decreasing any of the remaining netputs, i.e.:
(4)

r
θ ( y j , T ) = max 1( y − y j ) = 0 ,
y∈T : y ≥ y j

r
where 1 denotes a unity vector, with dimensions conforming to the rules of matrix
algebra.

Interestingly, the notions of profit efficiency and Pareto-Koopmans efficiency are
directly related. Specifically, Pareto-Koopmans efficiency can be interpreted as profit
efficiency at standardized prices that are 'most favorable' for the firm under
evaluation. Formally,
(5)

θ ( y j , T ) = min
ζ ( y j , p, T ) .
m
p∈ℜ + 0 : p ≥1

Hence, Pareto-Koopmans efficiency θ ( y j , T ) = 0 gives a necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for profit efficiency ζ ( y j , p j , T ) = 0 .
Like in case of profit efficiency, the production set T typically needs to be empirically
approximated. Resorting again to the set of observed netput vectors Y, θ ( y j , Y ) gives
an empirical efficiency measure. This measure can be easily enumerated by using the
following formulation:

5

Specifically, Pareto-Koopmans efficiency gives a necessary condition for optimizing behavior if the
firm objective if a strictly increasing function of the netputs.

5

(6)

r
θ ( y j , Y ) = max 1( y k − y j ) .
k∈J : yk ≥ y j

Since Y ⊆ T , estimated Pareto-Koopmans efficiency θ ( y j , Y ) bounds true ParetoKoopmans efficiency θ ( y j , T ) from below, and hence we can employ this statistic to
test the null hypothesis that all firms are Pareto-Koopmans efficient
H 0 : θ ( y j , T ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J by checking whether or not θ ( y j , Y ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J .
3. STOCHASTIC CASE
Now suppose the data set is perturbed by data errors ε rj j ∈ J , r ∈ R , such that we
observe the perturbed netputs ~y rj = y rj + ε rj j ∈ J , r ∈ R rather than the true netputs.
Following Varian (1985), the errors are assumed independent normal random
variables with zero-mean and variance σ 2 > 0 .
To test the rationality hypothesis, Varian (1985) proposed to compute the minimum
L2 norm of data perturbations required to make all firms efficient, i.e. in case of profit
efficiency:

(7)
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(

)

T
where εˆ j = (εˆ1 j Lεˆmj ) denotes the estimated errors for firm j ∈ J , and
Eˆ = (εˆ1 Lεˆn ) . Computing this statistic involves solving the following convex
quadratic programming problem:

(8)





2
%
ψ Y , p = min
εˆrj p j ( y% j + εˆ j ) ≥ p j ( y% k + εˆk ) ∀k , j ∈ J  .

∑
ˆ
E
rj∈∈RJ




(

)

(

)

If the null hypothesis of profit maximization holds, the statistic ψ Y% , p bounds the
true L2 norm

∑ε

2
rj

(

)

from below. Hence, the statistic ψ Y% , p allows for conservative

j ∈J
r∈ R

statistical inference based on the statistical distribution of the true L2 norm. Since the
individual error terms are assumed normally distributed, the standardized true L2 norm
of error terms, i.e. ∑ ε rj2 / σ , follows the chi-squared distribution. Hence, if the
j ∈J
r∈R

~
probability of exceedance 1 − χ 2 (ψ (Y , p) / σ ) falls below α , we reject the null
hypothesis at a level of significance of at least α .

As discussed in the Introduction, in many research situations the hypothesis of profit
maximization at exogenously given and certain prices is not appropriate, or

6

alternatively can not be tested because reliable price information is not available.
Unfortunately, applying the above approach to weaker efficiency concepts introduces
computational problems. For example, applying Varian's approach to ParetoKoopmans efficiency measure (6) gives the following test statistic:

(9)



~

~ ˆ

2
~
ψ ′ Y = min
∑ εˆrj θ ( y j + εˆ j , Y + E) = 0 ∀j ∈ J  .
Eˆ
rj∈∈JR




()

From a mathematical programming perspective, this statistic is a condition number for
an inconsistent system (see e.g. Renegar 1994, Freund and Vera 1999). Computing
this condition number is difficult in general, as the feasible region of the mathematical
programming problem is non-convex, and there may be local minima that are not
global.
To reduce the computational burden, we propose to substitute the statistic (9) by the
minimum L∞ (or Chebychev) norm of data perturbations needed for making all firms
appear Pareto-Koopmans efficient, i.e.

(10)



~
~ ˆ
~
ˆ
ˆ
ξ (Y ) = min
max
ε
θ
y
+
ε
,
Y
+
E
=
0
∀
j
∈
J
 j∈J rj
.
j
j
Eˆ
 r∈R


(

)

This statistic allows for statistical inference based on the distribution of the true L∞
norm, i.e. max ε rj . Specifically, the standardized L∞ norm max ε rj / σ asymptotically
j∈ J
r ∈R

j∈ J
r ∈R

follows a Fisher-Tippett Type I extreme value distribution with cumulative
distribution function G (x) specified in Section 4. If the null hypothesis of full Pareto~
Koopmans efficiency holds, ξ (Y ) / σ bounds max ε rj / σ from below, and hence we
j∈ J
r ∈R

~
can use ξ (Y ) / σ as a conservative test statistic. Specifically, if the probability of
~
~
exceedance 1 − G(ξ (Y ) / σ ) falls below α , or alternatively if ξ (Y ) / σ exceeds the
critical value G −1 (1 − α ) , we reject the null hypothesis at a level of significance of at
least α .

The above tests require the specification of the variance level σ 2 . As already
discussed by Varian (1985), this requirement is not as restrictive as it might first
appear. The test procedure does not provide means to estimate the variance level
directly. Still, it may be possible to construct plausible empirical estimates or bounds
on the variance term by other means, e.g. using parametric estimation methods.
Alternatively, one can compute the critical variance level required to pass the test at
the desired level of significance, and subsequently compare this critical value with the
prior knowledge or subjective opinions concerning the precision with which the data
could have been measured. We employ the latter approach in the application
presented in Section 7.

7

Heteroskedasticities can be included in a straightforward way (provided that
information about the structure of heteroskedasticity is available) by standardizing
data appropriately. Standardization can affect the level of efficiency. However, it does
not affect the classification of firms as efficient or inefficient, which forms the basis
of the above tests. See the application in Section 7 for further discussion.

4. THE EXTREME VALUE DISTRIBUTION OF THE STANDARDIZED L∞ NORM
The statistic max ε rj / σ is the largest order statistic arising from a sample of mn
j∈ J
r ∈R

independent half-normal random variables, i.e. obtained as absolute values of
standard normal random variables. This statistic asymptotically obeys the FisherTippett Type I extreme value (sometimes dubbed doubly exponential) distribution
(see e.g. Gnedenko, 1943, and Johnson et al., 1997). Using F (⋅) for the cumulative
distribution function (cdf) of the parent distribution (i.e. the distribution of the
individual random variables) and N for the number of random variables, the Type I
extreme value distribution involves the following cdf:

(11)

 −  x −bN  


H ( x) = exp − e  aN   ,



with normalizing constants
(12)

1
−1 
a N = F 1 −  ,
N


and
(13)

1 
1
−1 
−1 
bN = F 1 −
 − F 1 −  ,
N
 Ne 


The cdf of the half-normal parent distribution is given by
(14)

2Φ( x) − 0.5 x ≥ 0
F (x ) = 
,
0 x<0


where Φ(⋅) denotes the standard normal cdf. Substituting this cdf for the parent cdf
F (⋅) and mn for N in (12), (13) and (14), we obtain the following cdf for the extreme
value distribution of max ε rj / σ :
j∈ J
r ∈R

(15)

  − x −bmn  


exp − e  amn   x ≥ 0
,
G ( x) = 




0 x<0
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with normalizing constants
(16)

1 
−1 
a mn = Φ 1 −
,
 2mne 

and
(17)

1 
1 
−1 
−1 
bmn = Φ 1 −
 − Φ 1 −
.
 2mne 
 2mn 

5. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
As discussed in Section 3, computing the L2 -statistic (9) is difficult in general, as the
feasible region is non-convex, and there may be local minimal which are not global.
For the L∞ -statistic (10), the feasible region is still non-convex. However, every local
minimum is a global minimum, and as we shall demonstrate in this section, that
statistic can be computed using simple enumeration.
In the spirit of Zlobec et al. (1981) and Charnes et al. (1992), define the radius of
stability for firm j as:
(18)

{

}

r
ρ ( y j ,T ) = max s ( y j + 1s) ∈ T .
s∈ℜ +

This statistic measures the stability of the efficiency classification. Specifically, for
inefficient firms, the radius defines a symmetric cell ('region of stability') such that all
perturbations within the cell preserve the firm's classification as inefficient. 6 Note that
this section will focus on computing the radius for the minimal empirical production
set Y, i.e. ρ ( y j , Y ) , while Charnes et al. (1992) originally focused on the radius for
the convex monotone hull discussed in Section 6.
The L∞ -statistic (10) can be accurately measured using the following approximating
statistic

(19)



~
* ~
ˆ rj ρ ~
ˆ j , Y + Eˆ = 0 ∀j ∈ J  .
ξ (Y ) = min
max
ε
y
+
ε

j
Eˆ
j ∈J
 r∈R


(

)

Specifically, the following theorem applies:
~
~
~
THEOREM 1: FOR ALL OBSERVED NETPUT MATRICES Y , ξ * (Y ) = ξ (Y ) .

~
~
PROOF Since θ ( ~
y j , Y ) = 0 ⇒ ρ ( ~y j , Y ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J , we have
~
~
(i)
ξ * (Y ) ≥ ξ (Y ) .
6

Note that since T was assumed to be monotone, ρ(yj ,T)=0 if and only if yj is a boundary point of T.

9

In addition,
r ~
~
(ii)
ρ ~y j , Y = 0 ⇒ θ ~y j + δ 1, Y = 0 ∀δ > 0 .
Therefore,
~
~
(iii)
ξ * (Y ) ≥ ξ (Y ) + δ ∀δ > 0 .
Combining (i) and (iii) we find
~
~
(iv)
ξ (Y ) − ξ * (Y ) ≤ δ ∀δ > 0 .¦

(

(

)

)

~
Interestingly, the approximate statistic ξ * (Y ) can be directly computed from the
~
individual radii of stability ρ ( ~y j ,Y ), j ∈ J , using the following theorem:

1
~
THEOREM 2: FOR ALL OBSERVED NETPUT MATRICES Y% , ξ * (Y% ) = max ρ ( ~
y j ,Y ) .
j
∈
J
2
~
PROOF By definition, ξ * (Y ) is bounded from below by


~
~ ˆ
~
ˆ
ˆ
ξ * ( ~y j , Y ) = min
max
ε
ρ
y
+
ε
,
Y
+
E
=
0


rj
j
j
Eˆ
 rj∈∈JR

for every j ∈ J . Given optimal solution Ê * of the latter optimization problem, and
using δ = max εˆrj* , we have

(

(

j∈ J
r ∈R

)

)

r
r r
~
ρ~
y j + εˆ *j ,Y + Eˆ * = ρ y% j + 1δ , Y% − 1δ 1T = 0 .

(

)

The perturbation on the right hand side of this equation makes y% j as large as possible,
and all netput vectors in Y% as small as possible, while keeping the L∞ -norm of the

perturbations bounded by δ . Hence,
r ~ r r
~
1
~
ξ * ( ~y j , Y ) = max δ : ρ ~
y j + 1δ , Y − 1δ 1 T = 0 = ρ ( ~y j , Y ) j ∈ J ,
δ
2
where the last equation follows from the fact that the downwards shift in the Y%
netputs is equivalent to an upwards shift of the y% j netput of the same size that, in
sum, would double the size of the total upward shift of y% j . We therefore conclude that

{

(

) }

~ 1
~
ξ * (Y ) ≥ max ρ( ~
y j ,Y ) .
2 j∈J

It now remains to be shown that a feasible solution with solution value
1
~
max ρ ( ~y j , Y ) exists. By definition we have:
2 j∈J
r
~ ~
(i)
ρ( ~
y j + 1ρ ( ~
y j , Y ), Y ) = 0 ,
~
~ r
(ii)
ρ( ~
y j , Y ) = ρ ( ~y j + c, Y + 1c) ∀c ∈ ℜ m .
r
Furthermore, since moving y% j to y% j + 1ρ ( y% j, Y%) does not change the empirical
production set we have
r
r
(iii)
ρ ( y% , Y% ) = ρ y% , Y% + 1 ρ ( y% , Y% ) ... ρ ( y% , Y% ) 1T .
j

(

j

(

1

n

10

) )

Set ρ* = max ρ ( y% j, Y% ) . The above three properties of the function ρ imply that
j ∈J

r
r 1r
r
Eˆ = 1 ρ ( y%1, Y% ) ... ρ ( y% n, Y% ) 1T − 1 ( ρ *) 1T
2
is a feasible solution. The value of the objective function associated with this solution
1
is max ρ ( y% j, Y% ) .¦
2 j∈ J

(

)

Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we find that the L∞ -statistic (10 ) can be
~
computed directly from the radii of stability for the individual firms ρ ( ~
y j , Y ), j ∈ J .
These radii can be computed using simple enumeration by using the following
formulation:
(20)

~

ρ ( ~y j ,Y ) = min  max ( ~
y kr − ~y jr ) .
r∈ R  k∈J : yk ≥ y j


6. INCORPORATING ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
Following Varian (1984, 1985), we thusfar focused on the observed netput vectors Y
as an empirical production set. Since Y is a subset of T, ζ ( y j , p j , Y ) = 0 and
θ ( y j , Y ) = 0 give necessary conditions for ζ ( y j , p j , T ) = 0 and θ ( y j , T ) = 0
respectively. However, these empirical conditions are not sufficient. In fact, the tests
may involve little discriminating power, especially in cases where the sample size is
small relative to the number of the netput variables. To increase the power of the tests,
one can employ additional information on production possibilities to construct
empirical production sets that are more progressive ('larger') than Y.

The empirical set that is most popular in the applied literature is the convex monotone
hull of the observed netput vectors (e.g. Afriat, 1972, and Banker et al., 1984), which
assumes convexity for the true production set T in addition to monotonicity. Formally,
that set is defined as follows:
(21)

{

}

r
CM (Y ) = y ∈ ℜ m+ y ≤ Yλ;1λ = 1; λ ∈ ℜ n+ ,

where λ = (λ1 Lλn ) is a weighting vector.
T

Interestingly, as discussed by Afriat (1972) and Varian (1984), monotonicity and
convexity are harmless regularity properties for analyzing profit efficiency, i.e. the
true production set need not be monotone and convex to employ the convex monotone
hull (21) as an empirical production set. Monotonicity and convexity do not interfere
with the optimal solution of the objective function (profit), which is a linear and
increasing function of netputs. Therefore, ζ ( y j , p j , Y ) = ζ ( y j , p j , CM (Y )) , and both
measures reduce to the same problem (3).
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Measuring Pareto-Koopmans efficiency (5) relative to the convex monotone hull
gives the empirical Pareto-Koopmans measure proposed by Charnes et al. (1985):
(22)

{

}

r
r
θ ( y j , CM (Y )) = maxm 1 s Y j + s ≤ Yλ;1λ = 1; λ ∈ ℜ n+ ,
s∈ℜ +

which can be computed using linear programming. In case of data errors, we can
perform the L∞ -test with CM(Y) replacing Y, which gives the following test statistic:

(23)



~
~
ˆ rj θ ~
ˆ j , CM (Y + Eˆ ) = 0 ∀j ∈ J  .
ξ ′(Y ) = min
max
ε
y
+
ε

j
Eˆ
j ∈J
 r∈R


(

)

As above, this statistic can be accurately approximated by:
(24)

1
~
~
ξ ′(Y ) = max ρ ( ~
y j , CM (Y )) ,
2 j∈J

which can be computed using linear programming from the Charnes et al. (1992) radii
of stability:
(25)

{

}

r
r
ρ ( y j , CM (Y )) = max s y j + 1s ≤ Yλ;1λ = 1; λ ∈ ℜ n+ .
s ∈ℜ +

The proofs for this result are directly analogous to the proofs in Section 4 for the case
where Y rather than CM(Y) is used as an empirical production set.
~
~
Interestingly, the statistics ξ (Y ) and ξ ′(Y ) are not identical. This is because
convexity (in contrast to monotonicity) is not a harmless regularity property for
measuring Pareto-Koopmans efficiency, i.e. convexity can interfere with the
~
restriction y ≥ y j . Thus, using statistic ξ ′(Y ) requires the production set T to be truly

convex. If T is not convex, θ ( y j , CM (Y )) = 0 no longer gives a necessary condition
for true efficiency θ ( y j , T ) = 0 . Unfortunately, there does not exist any theoretical
reason why production sets should generally (or typically) be convex. For example,
already Farrell (1959) stressed indivisibility of netputs and economies of scale and
specialization as potential violations of convexity. In addition, the existing empirical
evidence often suggests considerable violations of convexity. Therefore, the test (22)
involves a difficult trade-off between increased power on the one hand and the risk of
specification error on the other 7 .
In addition to monotonicity and convexity, it is possible to incorporate additional
information on the marginal rates of substitution of inputs and the marginal rates of
transformation of outputs (see e.g. Pedraja-Chaparro et al., 1997). In addition, one can
include knowledge of increasing, decreasing, or constant returns-to-scale (see e.g.
Seiford and Thrall, 1992). However, note that including return-to-scale
information
r
typically entails relaxing or dropping the convexity restriction 1λ = 1 . In that case,
7

Cherchye et al. (2000) provides a recent discussion of the 'convexity issue'.
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Theorem 2 does not apply, and an alternative approach to computing the test statistic
is required (see Kunz and Scholtes, 2000).
7. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION
Nonparametric production analysis has been extensively applied for regulating the
electricity sector in various countries. For example, the regulator of the Dutch
electricity industry currently applies the approach for a system of price cap
regulation8 . To illustrate our approach, we applied it to production data over 1996 for
the 20 electricity distribution units (henceforth EDUs) in the Netherlands.
We use a simplified representation of the production technology that involves just a
single input, total cost (operating expenses plus depreciation plus energy purchases)
measured in thousands of Dutch guilders, and two outputs: (1) total amount of
electricity distributed (measured in GWh) and (2) total number of customers. Table 1
displays the data used in this application. We stress that this application is for
illustrative purposes only. A more realistic representation of the production
technology would account for differences across EDUs in e.g. quality of service,
geography, consumer mix, and network architecture. In addition, it would improve the
power of the test by using additional data e.g. from time series or from international
comparisons.
Table 1: Production data
EDU Total Costs GWh
1
33123
393
2
81723
1034
3
203578
5319
4
1331171
9404
5
70170
783
6
790556
10392
7
1524559
12188
8
174626
1939
9
6953
66
10
45146
323
11
51112
406
12
476357
7968
13
113242
775
14
1354327
11090
15
20924
273
16
1018842
11981
17
564752
4165
18
29981
242
19
15413
185
20
56217
828

Customers
47191
111189
179298
1169273
82188
992823
1191448
234751
11448
44903
43554
390266
94298
1100666
37221
886287
468569
28313
18904
43751

Since the different variables are measured in different units (thousands of Dutch
guilders, GWh and numbers), we expect heteroskedasticity across the errors for the
different variables. Therefore, we chose to work with standardized data. Specifically,
we assume the following structure for the error variance:
8

We refer to the homepage of the Dutch regulator (http://www.dte.nl) for further details.
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(26)

σ rj = ας r

∀r ∈ R, j ∈ J ,

where ς r r ∈ R represents the standard deviation of the r-th netput observations and
α represents the (unknown) standard deviation of the standardized errors
~
ε rj* = ε rj / ς r ∀r ∈ R, j ∈ J . We used the standardized data set Y * obtained by
standardizing each observation ~y r ∈ R, j ∈ J with its sample standard deviation
rj

ςˆ r r ∈ R , i.e. y = y rj / ςˆ r ∀r ∈ R, j ∈ J . This standardization affects the level of
the efficiency scores and the radii of stability, but it does not affect the efficiency
classification (whether an EDU is efficient or inefficient), which forms the basis of
the efficiency tests.
*
rj

We first measured the Pareto-Koopmans measures for the minimal empirical
~
production set Y, i.e. θ ( ~y j , Y *) . The results in Table 2 suggest inefficiencies in three
EDUs. The maximal deviation from the Pareto-Koopmans optimality condition was
found to be 0.155 (in standardized units) for EDU 13. Therefore, under the
assumption of error-free data, the null hypothesis of full Pareto-Koopmans efficiency
can be rejected. For sake of comparison, we also measured the Pareto-Koopmans
~
~
measures θ ( ~
y j , CM (Y *)) using the convex monotone hull CM (Y *) . The results
reported in Table 2 show more substantial inefficiencies, up to 1.4 (in standardized
units) for EDU 17.
Table 2: Results of efficiency and robustness analysis
~
~
EDU θ ( ~y , Y~*)
ρ( ~
y , Y *)
θ(~
y , CM (Y *))

~
ρ ( ~y j , CM (Y *))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.004
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.014
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.021
0.027
0.000
0.055
0.081
0.000
0.000
0.229
0.016
0.004
0.023

j

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.043
0.000
0.000
0.155
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.044
0.000
0.000

j

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.038
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000

j

0.043
0.018
0.000
0.000
0.138
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.162
0.193
0.000
0.477
0.379
0.000
0.000
1.400
0.101
0.022
0.141
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The above results apply only if we assume the data set is perfectly free of errors. To
account for errors-in variables, we computed the individual radii of stability and the
overall test statistics, both with and without the convexity assumption. The individual
~
~
radii of stability ρ ( ~
y j , Y *) and ρ ( ~y j , CM (Y *)) are displayed in Table 2.
Interestingly, relatively small data variations suffice to make each of the EDUs
efficient, even for the apparently highly inefficient EDU 13 and EDU 17. In case we
do not impose the convexity assumption, the overall test statistic amounts to
~
ξ (Y * ) / α = 0.019 . Since G −1 (0.95) = 7.45 , we need α ≤ 0.0026 to reject the
efficiency hypothesis at a 95 percent confidence level, i.e. the standard deviation of
the errors needs to be smaller than roughly 0.3 percent of the standard deviation of the
input-output variables ς r r ∈ R . Imposing convexity yields an overall test statistic
~
of ξ ' (Y * ) / α = 0.115 . Thus, we need α ≤ 0.154 to reject the efficiency hypothesis at
a 95 percent confidence level, i.e. the standard deviation of the errors needs to be
smaller than roughly 1.5 percent of the standard deviation of the input-output
variables ς r r ∈ R .
In our opinion, these findings constitute minimal empirical evidence against the null
hypothesis of efficient behavior. Substantial errors-in-variables can be expected e.g.
because EDUs have substantial flexibility in allocating costs across different periods
and (for multi-utilities that distribute e.g. gas and water in addition to electricity)
across different activities. Still, this conclusion does not necessarily imply that the
EDUs operate at full efficiency. Rather, it could mean that the current data (crosssectional data for 20 EDUs) contains only little information. A more elaborate study,
possibly using an international panel data set (and correcting for differences in
measurement across different countries and different time-periods) could demonstrate
inefficient behavior.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the toolbox for dealing with errors-in-variables in nonparametric
production analysis. In contrast to Varian (1985) who used the minimum L2 norm as
the test statistic, we proposed to compare the minimum L∞ norm of data perturbations
needed for ‘rationalizing’ all observed data to the known extreme value distribution of
the true L∞ norm. This test procedure can be computationally more convenient for
assessing alternative (weaker) optimization hypotheses, e.g. the hypothesis that all
firms are Pareto-Koopmans efficient. The test statistic can be computed directly from
the individual radii of stability, which can be obtained simple enumeration (for nonconvex technologies) or using linear programming (for convex technologies discussed
in Section 6). This reduces the computational burden associated with the Varian
(1985) approach, and circumvents the complications associated with a generalization
of that approach towards problems where the stochastic variables cannot be
aggregated using price information.
We illustrated the test procedure by an application to the Dutch electricity distribution
sector. Although the deterministic measures indicated substantial inefficiencies, the
null hypothesis of full Pareto-Koopmans efficiency cannot be rejected unless the data
15

are considered to be of extremely high precision. In addition, the application
demonstrated how standardization of the data could account for heteroskedasticties.
Despite the powerful results, this paper provides a mere starting point for a new
approach to including error-in-variables in non-parametric production analysis.
Specifically, we see at least the following routes for future research:
1. As discussed above, the nonparametric approach can involve little power.
Replacing the minimum L2 norm with the minimum L∞ norm can further reduce
power. Therefore, future research should focus on analyzing the power associated
with our test, either using formal econometric analysis or using computer
simulations.
2. Following Varian (1984, 1985), we have focused on the minimal empirical
production set Y throughout this paper. Section 6 demonstrated how our approach
can be generalized towards the convex monotone hull. However, extending our
approach to include returns-to-scale information involves some computational
problems. Since returns-to-scale properties are of interest in many studies, future
research should focus on this issue.
3. Following Varian (1985), we assumed an independent normal distribution for the
errors-in-variables. Although that assumption may be a good approximation in
some research environments, it is not fully consistent with the non-parametric
orientation of the efficiency measures and tests. Still, we have to walk before we
can run, and we believe our analysis can form the starting point of a generalization
towards an interdependent and non-normal distribution. In this respect, it is
particularly encouraging that the extreme value distribution derived in Section 4
applies for a broad class of parent distributions, including interdependent and nonnormal ones.
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